
ADMINISTRATIVE INQUIRY 

RESPONSE 

Report Date:  June 10, 2020 

Contact:  David Levasseur 

Agenda Item Number: 15.1 

Meeting Date:  July 8, 2020 

ADMINISTRATIVE INQUIRY DATE: May 13, 2020 

COUNCIL MEMBER: Councilor Bob Sobol 

ADMINISTRATIVE INQUIRY QUESTION: 

1) What is the budget for Waste Management and is it maintained?

2) If HIG is cancelled, should there not be a rebate? (I should note that this

question was asked on the Town Facebook page and the response was that

HIG was provided as a free service by Waste Management, and thus no

rebate was available).

3) Does composting save the Town money?

4) Can citizens acquire free compost for personal use in gardens (I should note

that Council was advised last fall that free composting to our citizens WAS

available...it is NOT!)

5) Why don't we have a Town recycling bin program?

6) Can a report be provided pertaining to Town property being damaged as a

result of Waste Management services?

RESPONSE 

The following report includes Administration’s response to a formal Administrative Inquiry 

submitted by Council on May 13, 2020 pertaining to the Town’s waste services and waste services 

contractor Waste Management (‘WM’). 
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1) What is the budget for Waste Management and is it maintained?

Note: Cost information above does not include GST and does not include non-contracted services procured by the Town’s 

Administration which is outside of Solid Waste, Recycling, and HIG agreements. 

2) If HIG is cancelled, should there not be a rebate? (I should note that this question was asked on

the Town Facebook page and the response was that HIG was provided as a free service by

Waste Management, and thus no rebate was available).

Administration has no intent of cancelling the existing Heavy Item Garbage (“HIG”) service

provided by WM. This service is not free as confirmed by the 2019 cost information provided

above ($79k in 2019). The Town’s HIG service targets five collection periods throughout the

year, and WM invoices the Town following each collection. In the event that Administration

cancels a scheduled HIG collection, WM does not invoice the Town for this collection.

Administration is evaluating the merits of providing a modified version of the Town’s HIG

service using capacity within its Operations group thereby displacing most if not all costs

associated with the HIG service currently provided by Waste Management. Subject to

completing its evaluation, and confirming the benefits of this initiative, the Town will

communicate any applicable changes to the HIG service to Residents and Council at that time.

3) Does composting save the Town money?

The Town currently saves $70.00 for every ton that is diverted from the Solid Waste (Black Bin)

waste stream into the Compost (Green Bin) organics stream. Although the collection costs are

the same for both services, the savings are realized by the difference in contracted disposal

costs.

In 2019 the Town successfully diverted 936.3 tons from landfill and the higher disposal costs

associated with the Solid Waste program, realizing an implied savings of $65,541.00.

Annual 

2019 

Budget

Actual 

2019 Costs

Solid Waste (Disposal & Collection) $409,271 $439,606

Compost (Disposal & Collection) $287,673 $247,057

Recycling (Facility, Commodity & Transport) $286,371 $195,902

Heavy Item Garbage (HIG) $0 $79,086

Annual Budget $983,315 $961,650
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4) Can citizens acquire free compost for personal use in gardens (I should note that Council was

advised last fall that free composting to our citizens WAS available...it is NOT!)

In July of 2019 Administration reported to Council that: 

 “The language within the existing compost facility lease [between the Town and WM] 

provides that compost should be available free of charge for Town of Strathmore. WM has 

recently reported that Residents have picked up nearly 40 cubic yards but over the course of 

approximately 100 related pickups, Residents were charged a fee between $3-$5. 

Administration is currently working with WM to ensure the rights provided under the existing 

agreement are honored by WM while navigating important market considerations 

communicated by WM such as: 

- Nearly 100% of finished products at the compost facility are sold to a local Nursery who

also sells compost to Town Residents.

- Limitations need to be applied and communicated to Residents to ensure that pickups at

the compost facility do not materially affect this nursery’s economics and ensure compost

inventories are able to meet the delivery needs of the nursery.”

Administration intends to clearly define and articulated the details of this free compost within 

an updated compost site lease agreement being collaboratively developed between 

Administration and WM. Both parties are committed to ensuring free compost will be available 

to Residents in a manner which addresses the market considerations listed above. 

5) Why don't we have a Town recycling bin program?

Since the Town successfully launched its Green Bin Organics Composting program in the spring 

of 2018, Administration has been evaluating the viability of implementing a Town sponsored 

curbside recycling Blue Bin program in effort to further divert Solid Waste from landfill. 

Unfortunately, in recent years the value of many of these Blue Bin materials have on average 

decreased to the point where the value recovered by recycling these materials does not justify 

the associated costs associated with collection, sorting, handling, transportation costs or the 

upfront costs of procurement, deployment, and related communication and administration. This 

has resulted in increasingly larger costs for Municipalities to maintain their recycling programs.  

In reference to these cost increases, in 2019, the Town paid 3.9x times more to process a ton of 

materials received at its local recycling sorting facility when compared to what the cost would 

have been if these materials were processed through its contracted Solid Waste (Black Bin) 

program.  
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Administration would like to note that the Town does provide some options to support 

Residents local recycling efforts by paying a fixed monthly charge to WM to host and operate a 

local recycling sorting facility. This facility handles recyclable materials dropped off directly by 

Residents. Additionally, for a monthly subscription fee, Residents can participate in WM’s 

curbside recycling service. Recent discussion with WM suggests that roughly 10-11% (Assumes 

6,106 Dwellings) of Strathmore households participate in this voluntary service.  

 

In consideration of the information above, Administration continues to explore opportunities to 

further divert materials from landfill, but before moving forward with a Town sponsored Blue 

Bin recycling program the following key considerations need to be addressed: 

1. How does the Town justify and fund the upfront and ongoing costs of a Town sponsored 

Blue Bin recycling program including: procurement, deployment, administration, collection, 

sorting, transportation, storage and other related costs when the commodity market value 

of these materials don’t offset or even increase the cost of the program?  

2. Given the Town already pays a 3.9x premium to recycle each ton of recyclable material. 

How will the Town fund the cost of these materials when tonnage significantly increases 

due to a Town mandated Blue Bin program? 

3. Referencing the participation rate of WM’s subscription curbside recycling program at 

roughly 10-11%, Administration is concerned that a Town mandated Blue Bin curbside 

recycling program would not be broadly supported by Residents. Although this participation 

rate cannot be used as a confirmation of Resident’s recycling efforts, it does provide an 

indication of the concentration of Resident’s who are willing to pay a premium to support 

their recycling efforts. This indicates to Administration that most Residents may be 

uncomfortable with paying more to recycle, especially at the premium, additional cost and 

potential tax increases which could be needed to support a Town sponsored Blue Bin 

recycling program.   

 

6) Can a report be provided pertaining to Town property being damaged as a result of Waste 

Management services? 

 

In effort to organize, track and continuously improve the Town’s waste services and WM’s 

service performance, Administration maintains a Communication Protocol and Feedback 

Register to organize and document various aspects of WM’s contracted services. One aspect 

tracked within this Feedback Register is the occurrence of cart damage captured in the “New, 

repair, or replace cart Issues” category noted in the 2019 Feedback Register Summary noted 

below:   
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Note: H2 Non-contracted WM service requests are misrepresented by 81 green cart upsize requests which are not expected to 

be as frequent moving forward. 

 

Notwithstanding the improvement of cart damage occurrences observed in the second half of 

2019, Administration acknowledges that more work is needed to ensure the Town’s 

infrastructure is appropriately protected, and the root cause of this damage is identified, 

mitigated and rectified where possible.    

  

To achieve this, Administration has been in contact with WM, IPL (Cart Manufacturer) and the 

Town’s Operations group to: 

 

- Organize, photograph and categorize reported cart damage which will be shared with IPL. 

IPL has indicated that they can leverage their experience, drawn from their vast customer 

group to identify the likely causes of damage.  

- Subject to IPL’s assessment, and the Town’s review, these results will be communicated to 

WM. If applicable, WM will be asked to formally address and respond to any damage 

related to WM’s handling of the Town’s carts, and their response would be expected to 

include a commitment to mitigate or eliminate their share of the damage going forward. 

 

Cart damage will continue to be assessed through the Town’s Feedback Register to continuously 

monitor the Administration’s progress in reducing cart damage which will be periodically 

reported within the Town’s semi-annual Waste Services Performance updates to Council.  

 

Closing: 

This concludes Administrations responses to the questions included within the Administrative 

Inquiry submitted by Council on May 13, 2020. Should further information be required it can be 

provided upon request.  

 

Additionally, the Communication Protocol referenced above does provide for WM to present an 

annual waste service summary directly to Council. Administration has confirmed with WM that 

Types of Feedback H1# H2# Diff% Total %

Billing questions/Inquiries 2  - 100% 0%

Reports of missed garbage collection 13 9 -31% 5%

New, repair or replace cart Issues 151 138 -9% 68%

Contractor driver/collection Issues 8 1 -88% 2%

Compost Odour Complaints 1 1 0% 0%

Non Contract WM Service Inquiry 12 87 625% 23%

Total  187 236 26% 100%
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they would welcome an opportunity to respond to any additional questions from Council during 

this presentation.          

 


